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Washington, D, C. 

NRP EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Minutes of Meeting Held January 29, 1971 
Office of Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Room 3E ~28, The Pentagon 
2:25 - 4:25 p.m. 

Members Present 

BYEMAN 
COMTROl svt.n111 

ExCom-M-24 

Mr. David Packard 
Mr. Richard Helm& 
Dr, Edward E. David; Jr. 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Director of Central Intelligence 
Science Advisor to the President 

•Others Present 

Dr. John L. McLucas 

Dr. F. Robert Naka 

Lt. Gen. Donald V. Bonnett 
Mr. Robert F. F'rochlke 
Dr. James R. Schlesinger 
Dr. John J. Martin 
Dr. Donald H. Steininger 

I 

ZAMAN Phase II .Issue 

Director, National Reconnaissance 
Office, Ex Officio 

Secretary, NRP Executive Committee 
and Deputy Director, NRO 
Ex Officio 

Director, DIA 
ASD/A . 
Assistant Director, 0MB 
Office of Pres. Sci. Advisor 
ADD/S&T/CIA 
NRO Comptroller 

Mr. Packard asked Dr. McLlicas to begin the session. 

Dr. McLucas sa.id that the major topic for this ExCom 
meeting had to do with the Electro-Optical Imaging (EOI) 
system development as everyone had been briefed. The ques
tions are "Should we go into Phase II?" and "If so, how fast 
should we proceed with.it?" 
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We have looked at a number of variations. At the time 
of the ExCom meeting in November 1970 we were awaiting the .... 
results of Phase I;' we have high confidence that by the fall 
of this year we can have a system design to meet the require
ments. The reason for meeting today is to decide whether we 
can proceed as planned. 

Dr. McLucas said that he believed we should have a review 
in July and a decision in November 1971, He did not expect 
any surprises. The three questions which can be asked today 
are then 

1. Are there any reasons for not proceeding 
into Phase II? 

2. 

3. 
s:ystems? 

What should the program be in Phase II? 

How does the decision affect alternative 

Dr. McLucas said that he :elie:ed we can produce the 
Film Readout System (FRO) forf I cost of EOf nl~ the 
Data Relay Satellite (DRS). T csewo cost about over 
the next five years. FRO would cost abou~~-----~- The 
Tape Storage Camera ·(TSC) system is not far enough along at 
present to be able to discuss it, However, it might be in 
November. He believed that studies and experiments should · 
be continued to determine the system's reliability in space. 
On the other hand, ·the FRO technology has been demonstrated 
and we need only more firm scheduling information. 

Dr. McLucas asked what has ch,anged on EOI in the last 
one and a half years, rhetorically. First, we had. a presen
tation by Dr. Land and a review by the Fubini Committee; now 
we have two ~atellites i~stead of one as was eirlier thought 
•to be adequate. The sys'tem has more growth potential. It 
also has the possibility,of replacing one of our present sys
tems. For instance, we are talkine: about a resolution equaling 
that of our best sys tern •. an I _ seems to be 
possible, as doesl ~hotography. He ·~aid that, overall, 
he was impressed witp the magnitude ?f the project. 

What then should he recommend? Since he feels that there 
will be no surprises, he believed that we should continue with 
the work, proceeding as planned. He agreed with the CIA that 
three contractors should be funded for the Phase II imaging 
satellite effort. He believed we should go into Phase II but 
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not speed things up (to a September decision) particularly 
since there may be some changes .. in requirements. We. find we 
can handle the cases .examined but we are not sure yet tlu1t 
we have examined all.possible cases. The situation is like 
trying to shoot at a moving target. 

Dr. McLucas said he felt confident that ~he EOI was a 
viable system, that could do' 'all the things we•"had nsltcd of 
it to date, He'did not want to be rushed on a systems start. 
He would like to hold costs at the present level and not have 
them climb rapidly. He would propose that we continue the 
studies on the backup systems. Dr. McLucas proposed that a 
decision be made in November on system acquisition. 

Dr. David said that Dr. McLucas had mSntioned growth and 
inquired if that included increased resolution. Dr. McLucas 
replied that resolution probably can be increased but he is 
not sure exactly how that would be done. For example, th·e 
aperture could be increased to~~-~-~~or we could fly the 
satellite at a lower altitude, Mr. Packard inquired whether 
the detector size could be improved and Dr. McLucas replied 
that the present size ofl lmight be improved. Then 
Dr. David inquired ~bout signal-to-noise ratios, saying that 
if the area of the detector were lower the signal-to-noise 
ratio could be lowered. He asked the advantage of higher 
signal-to-noise ratio. Dr. McLucas replied that the satellite 
could be operated at 6igher latitudes in winter, also one 
could see more in the shadows. He said that the good pictures 
are not affected but the poorer ones are. Dr. David was not 
sure how GAMBIT operated and asked if an exposure control was 
involved. Dr. Naka replied that there was a slit to optimize 
film exposure since the range of the scene brightness exceeds 
the dynamic range of film. 

Mr. Packard said that EOI was a large program and that 
we had fundint and technical reasons to spread the project 
to 1976. There was .a question of doing interim things which 
was the issue as he saw it. He asked Dr. McLucas whether he 
planned .any discussion on this subject. Dr. McLucas replied 
that he had planned to discuss this subject because of the 
increasing interest on crisis reconnaissance in the community. 
He referred to a letter from Secretary of State William Rogers. 
Dr. McLucas asked what ~s the influence of if+orirn cvc~ems on 
EOI. If, for example, we pro9eed to acquire l~-~~~-~~J it would 
take money from EOI in the NRP budget because it is the only 
money set aside for developments in this arer :nrtb,r, our 
predictions of costs involved in HEXAGON and~-~=-=~~-develop
ment turned out to be.low by factors of two or tree. At the 
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beginning, we estimated that HEXAGON WOJlrd take three years 
and now it is taking •five. I noted that the pro-
gra.m plan had been from October 1966 to Ma.rch 1969 (first 
launch)--a period of 29 months. At the present time, it is 
53 months. Mr. Packard noted that there was supposedly no 
new technology in HEXAGON whereas there was new technology in 
EOI. 

Mr. Packard then asked that we address Phase II EOI again. 
Dr. David said that he wanted to make firm what Phase II is. 
He inquired whether it would result in a firm system design. 
Dr. McLucas replied that Phase II would produce a firm system 
design, firm costsi·~ore accurate estimate of system perform
ance. full-scale sensor arrays, and demonstrated I ~--~I for example. ~-------~ 

Dr. David inquired about the table which Dr. Naka had 
passed out. Dr. McLucas asked Dr. Naka to respond. Dr. Naka'· 
said that the ·table was an abs'tract of the data which acconi-·. 
panied the agenda for the ExCom meeting. It was not as 
thorough as he would like to see it but he was chairing a 
group .which was attempting to evaluate the parameters in more 
detail. For example, under response time there was the time 
to task, the time from tasking to access, the time from access 
to delivery of the photographic data, the time for processing, 
and the time for interpretation, etc. Under costs, it was not 
yet possible to list the appropriate parameters. There were 
various costs to be considered such as the. cost per day, the 
cost per year, the cost per mission, the cost per target, and 

. the cost per .unit area CO'(ered, 

Mr. Packard. asked-about the costs of FRO. 
replied that the estimated five-year cost from FY 1971 through 
FY 1976 was $435M. In a comnarable •neriod. 'EOI plus DRS was 

I I as estimated 

HAffDLE V1A 

by CIA •.. Mr, Packard then observed that FRO would cost a 
little, less than $100M per year. Dr. McLucas pointed out that 
the es'timated develo ment cost for as he 
rec a '. d cl~ed a y saying c_____,---~~ 

cost~_~for development,L__Jfor one vehicle, or~_~for 
f chicles. This leads to an estimated five-year cost of 

This cost was predicated on a February 1971 go-ahead. 
• ckard said[ !looked like the best s:stem analyzed. 

Dr, David inquirbu.wnxcn oue of severaflwas beiug 
talked :about.· Dr. McLucas said his f'avor1 te ve.1 s bu was to 
launch one · in I I 
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it as required; then we would need 6thers, so maybe we would 
need· four. Genera 1 Bennett said his version was if one were 
left in a given quarter-year period to expend.it and go on 
to the next one. In' response to a questron. Dr Naka replied 
that the three-foot· resolution shown for_ I was for 
90 nm altitude which could not be sustained for more than a 
few weeks because of atmospheric· ~rag. 

Mr. Packa;rd said that another approach was. to· use what 
we had.· He asked what CORONA cost. Dr. McLucU:s replied that 
,CORONA ,cost about $15M per launch and GAMBIT· cost about $35M. 
He noted that the more w1;/ buy per year the chE!aper each one 
would be. I !expanded on the point by saying that 
two CORONA vehicles cost $40M, or $20M apiece; three cost 
$53M, or about $18M apiece; and six cost .$·93M, or about $15M 
apiece. Mr. Packard inquired about putting more recovery 
vehicles on CORONA a'nd Dr. McLucas r.eplied that it could be 
done. Mr. Packard observed that we should examine CORONA 
versions versus 

Dr. David inquired about the cost to keep CORONA in stand-
by one day from launch. I · !replied. that it would 
cost about $17M per year and that the subject will be reviewed 
at the July ExCom meeting. We used to hold CORONA at R -15 
but we are now holding it at R -25 for reasons of economy. 

~--~~--
7

said we ought also to consider the impact 
of longer life vehicles as Mr, Packard had implied earlier. 
Dr. McLucas referred to the meeting when he briefed 
Secretary Rogers and said, that he had been asked why there 
could not be a satellite· in orbit every day of the year. 
Dr M9Lucas said he had replied.that it took money, like 

I J per year. Dr. David said., that once we bring down a 
bucket we lose that capability •nd it does not help to have 
the satellite in orb·i t. Dr, McLucas replied that the case 
Dr. David was descri.bing was different from the one Secretary 
Rogers was inquiring about. To bring down a bucket every day 
required a near-real-time syi;;tem. Dr. Davicl,felt that we 
ought to find out the -value•'of every-day coverage because it 
was expensive. · Dr. McLucas pointed out ·that Lockheed had pro
posed a so-called "six-pack" where we could bring back ·a bucket 
each day for a few days at least. Mr. Packard felt that a 
number of things needed to be explored. Both Mr. Helms and 
Dr. David felt that some of the interim systems should be 
examined; Mr. Helms added that there were two paths and we 
should follow both, Mr. Packard went on to say he thought 

~-----~ 
looked tl:).e most attractive but h_e would like to 
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examine the six-bucket CORONA or GAMBIT. Mr, Helms said he 
would like to feel we had examined all these options. 

Mr. Packard said that the second question and the more 
difficult one was whether we were going to continue with 
three approaches, namely EOT, FRO, and Tape _Storage Camera 
(TSC). He said FRO looked straightforward. Everyone agreed'. 
Dr. McI.ucas 1oncurrcd _and said that through Lunar Orbiter and 

I _the system had been demonstrated. Mr. Packard 
noted that the TSC had more uncertainty and that we should 
consider whether we wanted to put all our funds on EOT. He 
inquired about the status of the budget. I I explained 
the EOi Phase TT schedule with three contractors as noted on 
his tabli For Ontion 3 of Phase II svstem refinition, FY 1971 
required~--------------------~- including technol
ogy through Novem er 1971. S stem ac uis· ion in FY 1972 was 
estimated at~---~---~----------~ The President's 
budget had earmarked'--co---~ The FRO system Configuration T 
required $2.2M in FY 1971 already funded and $54.6M in FY 1972. 
Mr, Packard asked for the comparable costs for TSC and 
Dr. McLucas replied that those figures were not yet available 

'• from the studies. Mr. Packard in quired what money had been 
set aside in FY 1972 for FRO and TSC. Dr. McLucas replied 
that nothing had been set aside, A total ofl I had been 
budgeted. This is shown for EOT with the intent of making 
adjustments to EOT budgets if we needed to carry the backup 
systems int_o .FY 1972. Dr. David then inquired if we decide 
to buy. an interim system did that reduce the funding for EOT. 
Dr. McLucas replied _that it reduced either EOT or some other 
program. Mr. Packard said: ·"Either that or Dr. Schlesinger 
provide more money." Dr. McLucas said that he would like to 
think there would be no irrevocable decisions and that he 
would like to look to next November for the "crunch date." 
Dr. David agreed that there should be no irrevocable decision, 
that the correlation of requirements and system design would 
affect the decision. 

Mr. Packard was bothered 
0

that the quickie systems took 
only two years whereas the FRO took three years to develop. · 
He felt that the quickie systems were better. Dr. McLucas · 
pointed _out that the FRO costJJ:r:: Dr. David inquired what 
would be required to make I ___ I have better resolution 
like :F'RO. Dr. McLucas responde at[ I could be made 
better by adding weight and cost. Mr. Packard said he would 
like to take a hard look at FRO, then if we needed interim 
systems to look at those. Although FRO competes with EOI, he 
likes FRO because it could provide an interim system in three 
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years and a backup to EOI. Dr. David inquired whether TSC 
had the capability of replacing FRO and Dr. McLucas said it 
did. Dr, D•vid believed tape had better signal-to-noise 
ratio than film. Dr. McLucas said it also had better life 
capability. He said he had v~sited CBS a couple of days ago 
and everything looked rather good, 

contractors would commit up tol ]from July 
pointed out th:t Ootion 3 involving throe 

through November. Dr. McLucas a dcd that he wanted to be 
sure we did not st~rt escalating the effort so that it could 
not be controlled. Mr. Packard inquired why three contractor~ 
were seJ rcted instead of two ' Dr McT.ucas rjplied that, ' 
although~----~~~-~-------~--~~- was third, it 
had done a good job and was an experienced space company. 

Mr. Packard inquired of the principals whether there 
were any objections to keeping three contractors. Mr. Helms 
replied he thought it desirable. Dr, David said he had only 
objected to the shorter time which had been proposed for 
Phase II. Mr. Helms proposed that we agree on Option 3 as 
shown. Mr. ·Packard said he agreed and that we should try to 
have a hard look at FRO, keep TSC at. a low level, and take a 
hard look a ~~--~-~or.FRO for interim capability. 
Dr. David inquired what the decision times were. Dr. McLucas 
replied that the major decision would occur in November which 
would be· followed by a three,-year acquisition program. 
Mr. Pai;:kard inquired if, we made a decision now what interim 
system would be obtained and Dr. McLucas replied that we did 
not have any designs at the moment. Dr. David wondered if we 
shoulq start a design now. Mr. Packard asked Mr. Helms if ·he 
had any objections to that idea and Mr. Helms said "No." 
Dr. David observed that in November EOI would have-.a firm 
design and wondered if there should not be another· approach, 
that way we would be sure to have a good design. Dr. McLucas 
assumed that new data would be fed to the contractors immedi
ately; however, he f,elt that no major change would occur. If 
the~e were one, we, of course, would have wasted money. 
Dr. David said he is rorrj ed :Iout these changes. The requ,ire
men t earlier had been<c-=~-----.-- reporting time· whereas it is . 
now less than twelve ours.. is kind of change could affect· 
the relay satellite: It might be possible t~"store the data 
instead of relaying it. Another change is ·the. idea of an area 
requirement. Mr. Packard responded by saying. that the trouble 
with storage is we now cannot accomplish it electronically. 
If we must store, we must use film, which leads µs 'to the FRO 
sys_tem. Dr .. McLucas added: "Or to the TSC." ·Mr. Packard 
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continued that bandwidth was important on EOI and he cannot 
see how storage could be accomplished. Dr. David was worried 
that a. sensor satellite without storage was the right approach. 
Mr. Packard reiterated that he did not see how it could be 
accomplished and Dr. David said that he was not suggesting it 
could be. Dr. McLucas pointed out that Dr. David was really 
saying we were "trying to hit a moving target." Mr. Packard 
said EOI was the earliest way to handle the problem although 
there were trade-offs. If we were going to pay for near-real
time capability, he believed we ought to go all the way. ' 
Dr. David inquired then why the EOI system. Mr, Packard'said 
the question was hard to answer. If we did not need near
real-time readout then we should go to the Film Readout system. 
Dr. David reiterated that he could not believe the present 
requirement. Mr. Packard said he could not disagree completely, 
that he could ~dt debate the need for~--~~return of data. 
However, the system was within reach so we should try to 
obtain it. Mr. Helms said he agreed with that position com
pletely. Dr, David asked why the design should be frozen now. 
Mr. Packard said he did not disagree with that but Dr, David 
pointed out that Phase II was to freeze the ·design. Dr. McLucas 
said Phase II will do more than that. He said the real question 
is whether to have an option of buying a system. Dr. David 
felt we wanted more, we wanted an option of what to buy. 
Dr. McLucas agreed with this point. Mr. Packard went on to 
say: "Somebody should give us a better answer on what to buy." 
He agreed with Dr. David that we needed to look at a wider 

,. range of options in November and keep things open. 

IH\NOL£ VIA 

Dr, Schlesinger asked if we wanted to wait until November to 
consider the result or have an interim progress review. 
Dr. McLucas said we need not wait, we could call for a special 
meeting when we were ready. Dr. Schlesinger also inquired 
whether the B .. version was being abandoned. It was not very 
appealing but, if it was going to be forgotten, it should be 
done explicitly. Mr. Packard felt the B version should be 
abandoned. Dr. Steininger inquired about instructions which 
he should give to their contractors, Mr. Packard responded 
that three contractors should be permitted to proceed on the 
imaging satellite for Phase II but be subject to modifications. 
Dr. Steininger said he assumed Configuration A was being 
selected, Mr. Packard replied that we needed to look at all 
systems, We must have Configurations A and Band any other 
alternatives. We should not get frozen. Dr. David felt w~ 
must keep feeding COMIREX chan°ges to 'the contractors. 
Mr. Helms, Mr. Packard, and Dr. McLucas agreed. 
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Dr. McLucas said he wanted to make sure the slope of the 
dollar funding to the contractors is zero, Dr. Schlesinger 
inquir_ed ·whim, a11d Dr. McLuca.s replied in the next couple of 
months. Dr.·Schlesinger said he inquired because the President 
keeps talking about a readout· system. 

Mr. Packard asked for a progress report in about two 
months. Dr. David said he liked that and Mr. Helms said sure. 
Mr, Packard observed that EOI was an important program and 
expensive so we must keep an eye on it. 

Crisis Reconnaissance 

Mr. Packard asked Dr. McLucas to continue with the agenda. 
Dr. McLucas said there were several other matters to take up·. 
One, we were in a period of transition. We have Dr. Cline of 
the State Department stirring the water on crisis reconnais
sance·and we have the letter of Secretary Rogers to Mr. Helms. 
Mr. Packard suggested he might write a letter to the State 
Department that there was nothing possible in the photographic 
area for the next three years except launching more of the 
satellites in the present inventory. Dr. McLucas pointed out 
that he had written a letter to Dr. Kissinger on this subject 
but had had no response a.pd was not even sure Dr. Kissinger 
had read the letter. Dr. David said that Dr. Kissinger had 
read it. 

Dr. McLucas continµed that Dr. ·Cline also says the clas
sification of the photographs is too high. He would like an 
unclas~:i,fied photograph which he could take to the U. N., for 
example. Dr. McLucas pointed out that he had proposed givi'ng 
left 6yer CORONA vehicles to NASA for unclassified work. 
Mr. Packard asked that Dr. McLucas not be too quick about that 
and to refer the matter to Mr. Helms. Dr. Steininger pointed 
out that for crisis reconnaissance, resolution better than 
that obtained from CORONA was usually necessary, hence CORONA 
was not satisfactory .. 

Data Relay Satellite (DRS) 

Dr. McLucas opened the .subject by saying'that when the 
white Air Force was•given the DRS program we were all con
vinced that it could be multi-purpose; for exa,.mple, 
Program 647 was thoue:ht to be a candidate user.· The P.ir Force 
studv reviewed I I 

I l:;;at'ellite. The 
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Dr, McLucas al though the I I was 
recommended by the SPO. Since Program 647 can relay between 
its own satellites, the principal conclusion was that the DRS 
be dedicated to EO:i:. Assistant Secretary Grant Hansen says 
he is reluctant to go to Congress to support a dedicated 
relay satellite for EOI in a white Air Force program. On the 
other Li.and, SAMSO wants to continue the prograin and is studying 
ways in which it can be accomplished. Mr. Packard asked 
Dr, McLucas if the.cost of the relay was in the NRP and he 
replied that it was· not. However, the ~-~~·required was 
briefed as a riost related to EOI. Mr. Pickard asked if the 
DRS should ·not be a black program and Dr. McL:ucas said it 
should if we finally agree that it is a dedicated (single 
user) system. Mr. Packard felt that it would be a simple 
ma-t;ter tiecause· putting the program into the NRP would not 
change the Air For~e budget. Dr. McLucas said"it was not as 

'simple·· as that because Secretary Seamans and General Ryan, to 
name a few people, would' object, Mr. Packard felt this was 
an internal DOD problem. Dr. McLucas replied that he was not 
looking for a decision but rather only wanted to keep the 
ExCom informed. ~------~felt it was too late to change 
the budget for FY 1972. Dr. McLucas.was not concerned about 
FY 1972 but he was concerned about the larger amounts required 
for acquisition later on. Dr. Schlesinger asked ifl 
(DRS) would be out of phase if the EOI program were~s~l_o_w_e_d~--~ 
down. Dr. McLucas replied that wo are keeping the two programs 
in phase, Mr. Packard wondered whether it would not be possi
ble to combine various functions with the DRS, .Dr. McLucas 
felt it could be done but it seemed better not to do so for 
this application. Irt response to Mr. Packard's question of 
there being a gr~eal of dead time in the DRS, Dr. McLucas 
replied that for~pictures a day at 10 seconds each there 
would be a great deal of dead time. Mr. Packard suggested 
that the situation be re-examined. Dr. McLucas responded that 
Program 647 was not a good program to multiplex with the DRS 
because of the 24-hour. a. day operational requirement. At the 
present time, the TACSAT and th~ DCSP are not fully loaded; 
likewise he is not sure that the DRS can be fully loaded. 

PINE RIDGE 

Dr. McLucas'continued that two years ago there was a 
drone program called SANDY HOOK, It had a 30-.foot wing span, 
flew at 120,000 feet, ,and ha.d interesting cjia:racteristics 
among which was that it cost $500M to develop. Thus the ExCom 
decided not t~ procieed. Air Force funding was terminated, As 
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a consequence the contractor, Ryan Aeronautical Corporation, 
approached the CIA for a continuation. The present thinking 
is to build a one-third scale version producing a radar cross
section one-tenth that of S/\NDY HOOK flying it lower with a 
developed engine and bringing the total cost down to one-tenth. 
Dr. McLucas said he had considered spending $250K to $500K to 
find out if it were possible to build a ,001 square meter 
cross-section drone complete with cnmorn wi1Hlow. Spending 
this small amount posed no problem. However, he wanted to 
assign the program to the organization which would operate 
the drone. Neither the CIA nor the Air Force will be affected 
immediately by the choice but it may have a long-term effect. 
His choice was to assign the program to the Air Force. He 
asked what the ExCom' s opinion was. Mr. -Packard a'skcd what 
the principal use would be and Dr. McLucas replied photographic. 
Dr. Schlesinger inquired why we needed a drone when we were 
going to have EOI. 

Mr. Packard said that he was not sure we can obtain per
mission from the 40 Committee to operate the drone over denied 
territory. A good example is the TAGBOARD program. Mr. Helms 
said that he was not enthusiastic about PINE RIDGE, not only 
was there a policy question of its use but he would question 
what it could be used against. Mr. Packard said that it was 
not a question o.f radar cross-section, it was a question of 
reliability. After all, the drone might come down in Peking, 
Dr. McLucas noted that such circumstances had a finite 
probabili ty--an Army general flew into Russia recently in a 
manned aircraft. · 

Mr. Packard said that we needed drones to replace manned 
aircraft but not to overfly Russia. Mr. Helms commented that 
any money we had should be put into TAGBOARD to make it work. 
Dr. McLucas did not want to push the matter if the ExCom were 
unenthusiastic about PINE RIDGE. He would ask the Air Force 
to study it for taciica1 applications. Mr. Packard asked if 
Dr. McLucas was referring to the white Air Force. Dr. McLucas 
replied that he was. Mr. Packard said: "It is yours." 
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each other. Nevertheless, the Soviets could be developing a 
canahi l i tv ta shoot dawn one o-E our recannai ssance vebi cl es 

"----.-----~-~~~~~-~-~~~~~---~=-----"I The NRO 
is convening the Interdepartmental Contingency Planning Com-
mittee shortly to produce a policy position. The reason for 
bringing the subject up to the ExCom was that Mr, Helms, 
Dr, McLucas, and Dr. Naka had had a conversation on this sub
ject and Mr. Helms had suggested a presentation at the ExCom 
meeting. 

Mr. Packard felt that if the Soviets shot down one of 
our satellites it would be an act of war. Mr. Holms commented 
that Dr. Naka was correct in taking the matter up with the 
ICPC. For the information of ExCom, Mr. Helms said that his 
opinion is that the GAMBIU' vehicle must be~-----~because 
the President would be.put in an embarrassing position if the 
Soviets shot down one of our satellites. We should learn from 

. the Pueblo incident. 

Dr. McLucas replied that we must estimate the intent of 
the Soviets: What should we do if tho Soviets only come 

HANOlE VIA 

close? Mr, Helms replied that-if they come close that does 
not create a war, In fact~,the Soviets are dcing that all 
the time in otl:\er areas of our relatiom;. The abrogation of 
the Mid-East cease-fire is a good example where the Soviets 
dared us to take any overt action. Mr. Helms said he did not 
look forward to going into the cabinet room immediately after 
the Soviets had shot down one of our reconnaissance satellites1 
He would, therefore~ I N 
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Dr. David inquired what would happen if we allowed the 
Soviets to shoot down one of our satellites, Mr. Helms 
replied that it would be hard to believe it was accidental. 
He made a plea that we get all arguments ready so the NRO 
can act with proper instr1:1ctions. 

Dr. Schlesinger pointed to the need 
for cheap satellites. Mr. Packard commented that this also 
raised the question bf relying on satellites for war-time 
reconnaissance. ,Mr •. Helms noted that the Pueblo did not cost 
much money but caused a great deal of trouble. 

Status of HEXAGON 

Dr. McLucas asked Dr, Naka to brief the ExCom. Dr. Naka 
reported that the entire development vehicle is mated at 
Vandenberg Air Force Base and is undergoing launch pad vali
dation checks. Test completion is expected on March 10. The 
first satellite vehicle is expected to be shipped to Vandenberg 
AFB on March 23 and mated with the booster, Launch is pro
jected for not earlier than April 9. 

Dr. Naka then employed a. launch schedule chart to show 
the consequences of a first launch of HEXAGON on April 9. He 
pointed out that one and a half years ago the last CORONA 
launch was scheduled for November 1971. The schedule had now 
been carefully stretched for the last CORONA launch to be in 
March 1972 and a GAMBIT Higherboy kit to obtain CORONA resolu
tion photography is being developed for the earliest possible 
launch in November 1971, The Higherboy flight is tentatively 
scheduled some time after the last CORONA. It is .apparent 
then that there is a year's overlap in search coverage. 

Reviewing the confidence of the launch on April 9, the 
situation is as follows. In tho last ten working days, ten 
days' work has been accomplished. On the other hand, in the 
last 100 days, only 50 days• work has been accomplished. 
Putting these facts together, Dr. Naka estimated the first 
launch wo:~uld occur about May 10, 1971. · 

Dr. David asked about buying more CORONAs and also asked 
if it was not already too late to do so. Dr. Naka repli~d 
that the best time for ordering CORONAs was last fall but an 
order today would provide CORONAs, at best, 18 months from 
now which would not be too much of a gap. Mr. Helms felt the 
programs were being:managed properly and the appropriate place 
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for any additional money would be in the HEXAGON program, 
Mr. Packard asked Dr, David how he felt about the overall 
situation and he replied that he felt better a.bout it, 
Mr. Packard suggested that we let the matter stand until 
the April launch date, Dr. David inquired again what kind 
of gap we could. stand and Dr. McLucas said that if HEXAGON 
shows great difficulty, we would stretch the CORONA launches 
from 3- to 4- month·centers. 
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The meeting was adjourned. 

d i?k-t //,,,//=/? 

F. Robert Naka 
Secretary 
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January 27, 1971 

NRP EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

AGENDA 

Office of Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Room 3E 928, The Pentagon 
Friday. January 29, 1971 

2 -· 5 p .m. 

1. ZAMAN Phase II Issue 

A. Scenarios 
B. Results of Source Selection 
C. Status of Film Readout and 

Tape Storage Camera Systems S,tudies 

If time permits, the following will be discussed: 

2. PINE RIDGE Drone 

3. 

4. HEXAGON Status 

I capability 

F. Robert Naka 
Secretary 

14 00098025D 

NRP Executive Committee 

Attachments 
Background Material: EOI, t; 1 
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ELECTRO-OPTICAL IMAGING 

The Electro-Optical Imaging (EOI) system initial system 
definition effort was completed in December 1970. The final 
part (Phase II) of system de_:Cinition is sched\j.led to begin 
in February 1971: and last through early FY-1972. The following 
comments and description refer to the system design resulting 
from the Phase f definition effort as recommended by the EOI 
program office. 

The system is confi~~11-r~e_d_t_o_~r~e-t~11~r-n~i~m_a_~_e_r~v-~i-n_1_~~~~7 via relay satellite to Bl r 
Some of this imagery is to be available for·viewing within 

I lof acquisition. The imaging satel~ite near-polar 
orbits are to be elliptical with a perigee altitude of 188 NM 
and an apogee al ti,tude, yet to be selected, of 283 to 424 NM. 
The ground sampled distance (GSD) varies with altitude, with 
the best value beingl I The nadir frame size varies 
similarly with the smallest frame, about 2 NM on a side, 
corresponding to the ~--~GSD. 

~---~ imaging satellite system can obtain D frames 
per day total with some stereo coverage. Imaging satellite 
de · n life is with an ex ected useful 'life of 
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ELECTRO-OPTICAL IMAGING 

Cycle Times: 

Tasking Decision Through 
Target Acquisition 

Data Acquisition Through 
Imagery Viewing 

Operational Lifetime 

Representative Orbit 

Ground Sampled Distance (Best) 

Frame Size (Minimum) 

Capacity: Per day 

Earliest Availability 

~ 
UCLL/D[O FROM AUTOMATIC REGRAOING 

OQO DIRECTIVE ~l-00.10 ODES NOtAP?L'I 

one day 

188 X 283 to 424 NM 
elliptical 

2 X 2 NM 

□frames (some stereo) 

April 1915 
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FILM READOUT AND TAPE STORAGE CAMERA 

The Film Readout System (FRO) and the Tape Storage 
Camera ('l'SC), presently under study by the NRO, arc being 
designed to use the GAMBIT-3 R-5 (175 inch focal length) 
optical subsystem. With the FRO approach imagery would be 
recorded on film, developed on-board, stored, a.i1d later 
scanned by a laser to produce a video output signal. With 
the TSC approach, a somewhat more advanced concept, the 
camera would convert a photon image to an electron image 
which would be stored on 'tape and later read out by a 
scanning electron beam to produ<;e the video output signal. 

BYEMAN 
CONTROl SV5ttlM 

A number of data return options are available for either 
approach. A relay satellite could be used but would not be 
required. Direct readout to al 
would accommodate 400 frames ( tc,h_r_e_e_-~b-y---t~h_r_e_e--n-m~)-a-~d_a_y_f~r-0_1_n_a~ 
two-satellite system with image return times.ranging I 
to twelve hours. Readout also could be acconi'plishcd c---.b-y----~ 
existing gro~nd stations (with modification) to decrease the 
image return t.,imes, Use of a high latitude ground station 
with subsequent retransmission to Washington, D.C. would 
provide data return times on the order of I 

~--------~ 

Either system would provide monoscopic coverage (stereo 
on demand) and, if operated in a 170 nautical mile circular 
orbit, normally would produce nadir strips three nautical 
miles wide and of arbitrary length, and with a ground 
resolved distance (GRD) of two feet. Both systems would 
have alternative strip widths--5.8 nautical miles for the 
FRO and 8.75 nautical miles for the TSC--which could be 
used as necessary. Expendables for two-satellite systems 
(including film for the FRO system) could support operations 
for two years at the daily rate of 400 three-by-three nautical 
mile images. 

Earliest availability of an FRO system would .be approxi
mately three years from contract initiation. The TSC system 
could be available approximately three years after camera 
demonstration (anticipated during late CY 1971). 
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Cycle Time: 
Tasking Decision through 

Target Acquisition 
Data Acquisition through 

Imagery Viewing 

Opera~ional Lifeti~e 

Representative Orbit 

Ground Resolved Distance 

Swath Width 
FRO 
TSC 

Swath Length 

Capacity: Per Day 

Earliest Availability 
FRO 
TSC 

nto 1 day 

LJ2 hours 

2 years 

170 nm circular 

2 ft (nadir) 

3 or 5. 8 nm 
3 or 8. 75 nm 

Variable 

400 frames (two-sateliite 
systems) 

3 yrs 
4 yrs 
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CORONA (R-1) 

The CORONA system, which consists of a panoramic photo 
satellite with two recovery vehicles, is being phased out as 
an operational search SY,stem. The capability exists to 

CONTROL SYSTEM 

procure additional hardware anµ maintain a CORONA at an R-1 
status. This would involve hirin.g another launch crew and 
reopening a second launch pad. The R-1 status would be 
alternatively maintained at each launch site on about a three 
week cycle. Mission times could vary from a minimum of three 
days to a maximum of 21 days based on the assumption of one 
day (R-1) on pad, one day on .. o-rbit to· include·recovery, and 
one day for processing 'and interpretation. The average opera
tional life of t9 days could provide a second recovery vehicle 
as soon as the second day after launch or as late as 19 days 
after launch. The system provides a 6 foot stereoscopic ground 
resolved distance (nadir) and a swath of 8.0 x 124 nautical 
miles while flying an elliptical orbit with an 85 nautical mile 
perigee. To~al mission capacity at this altitude is about 
7,000,000 nm gross coverage. Orbits with perigees between 
80 and 120 nautical miles can be flown with resulting varia
tions in resolution and coverage. Earliest availability in
volving new procurements would be approximately 20 to 24 months. 
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CORONA-(R-1) 

Cycle Time: 
Launch Warning through 

Imagery Viewing 

Operational Lifetime 

Representative Orbit 

Ground Resolved Dista~ce (stereo) 

Swath Width/Length 

Capacity: Per Msn 

Ea~liest Availability 

iDP SECRH .. 
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3-21 days 

1-19 days 
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85 nm perigee (elliptical) 

6 ft (nadir) 

8.0 x 124 nm 

7,000,000 nrn2 (gross) 

20-24 months (new procure-
ments) 
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Operational Lifetime 
Recovery Vehicles 

Representative Orbit 

Ground Resolved Distance: 
(Stereo) 

Swath Width: 160"FL 
·17 5"FL 2 

Swath Length 

GAMBIT 

160"FL 

175"FL2 

Capacity: CY 70 Ave. Per Msn 

18-301 days 
2 

75 x 240 nm 
(Elliptical) 

3.7 nm (72 nm alt) 
3.4 nm (72 nm alt) 

Arbitrary 

17,000 tgts 
10,000 frames 

1. Present mission lifetime is 18 days. Thirty day life 
is programmed for late 1972. 
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2, Present missions utilize a 160 inch focal length optics. 
A 175 inch focal length optical system will be introduced in 
mission number 4332 scheduled for the summer of 1971. 
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Operational Lifetime 
Recovery Vehicles 

Representative Orbit 

~T 

·HEXAGON 

Ground Resolved Distance 
(Stereo) 

Swath Length 

Swath Width1 

Capacity Per Msn (Sterc.o) · 

30 days 
4 

82 x 144 mn 
(Elliptical) 

BYEMAN · 

2,5' (nadir-82 nm alt) 

8,4 nm (82 nm alt) 

44-294 nm (82 nm alt) 

20 x 106 sq nm gross 

1. Swath widths across track vary dependent on the scan 
sectors which vary from 30 to 120 degrees. 
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